
Lecture 16 Social Influence

= Haloween picture at CM Cold) - why don't pol dress up on normal days?
Why no monocles? why I not three-pieces suit?
'as social infuence! As could be him fact probaly) subconscious

siye. Opt says they wear and feel comfortable
turns out they top wearing when trend changes

I Compliance, I Conformity, Obedience

_> Memorise mage

* Conformity

asks
which one ? Actors say the middle one

Then subject confused.Sometinespointout. But
they often say what others say

pressure
> Social role I compliance & conforming to social role

- Prisoner Study.
guards.

- Randonly assign participants as prisoner/
Even though they're all students guards became

abusive to People comform to de!
lol no single day we go up and lecture

in the andience

American soldiers at Aber Ghraib oldtoo.sommetinds it's

Prof sits down

J
memorise

this

* Social

hor rable
the

when



Obedience inspired by Nazi trial - Nazi soldier following onder
= Milgram Study make participant take teacher role of shocking

students (actor).TIREThe participant always'randonly" assignedas
Guves teacher sample shock. Teacher told to shock-

at increasing voltage of they make mistake. Researcher.
please shock. Actor: pain, hurt, then silent. Yet manyparticipants 3video on slide 12

- 3% obey

continue
command

= Hafing Nurse Study
to deliver lethal doses

60% obey
They obey, but they feel

really badADA SEE
murses continue after doctor asks them

*

teacher.
student

Instructor there

- 95%



#2. Bystander Noninterveration

Genovese
38 witnesses!

altacked, raped, killed,.
No one called police. I What's wrong with people??

Turns out the more people, the less helping.
- attention?

interpreting situation:
ignorance others lack

indicates nothing's wrong

plucallstic
of reaction

mum people

* Taking responsibilly
I Difinion of responsibattly

people think their intervention necessary
more ppl less preceived

responsibility per person

-> signal individinal for help
"Hey your

* Things that prevent helping

Senategy
watch my computer"

No still
Audience
if they

inhibition;
mess up, etc

wormy how others wiew them

-> Kitte

second torespond help

why
-


